Develop an Ideal Candidate Profile
This step might seem quite straightforward, yet the more detail you can define, the more chance
you have of finding the ideal person. There is an attraction process that helps here (like in all areas
of life). The clearer you are about what you want, the more chance there is of you getting it. The
main purpose of clearly defining the ideal candidate is:




You can then write the best advertisement. One that is going to stand out and be
noticed
As you are reviewing the candidates through the process, the ones that are the closest
match to your ideal will be obvious. It will make selection easier
Ensuring you are checking any bias at the door and are linking the traits of your ideal
candidate to the positional requirements without regard to race, gender, religion,
socioeconomic status, or any protected ground. It's a great cross-check tool.

There is a section on the Ideal Candidate Profile, called DiSC. DiSC is a framework for identifying
and understanding behavioural styles. There are many other systems out there such as Myers
Briggs and Colours which essentially provide the same information. DiSC just happens to be one
that we use extensively.
Understanding behavioural styles is a quick and easy way of better knowing who will be the ideal
fit for the role. To help you along, here is a summary of the four behavioural styles:
Note: In reality, each profile will consist of a mix of each quadrant style. No one behavioural style
falls solely within one quadrant. The exact mix will determine which strengths and limitations are
most prominent. Regardless, the list below gives you a good snapshot of how each style presents
itself, with some of the potentially positive traits above the dotted line.
REMEMBER: There is no one right answer for your ideal candidate. It may be a mix of behavioural
styles, and not one of the DiSC styles is better than the other. Use your best judgment as to what
style (or styles) will best match the needs of the job.

DISC BEHAVIOURAL STYLES
I - INFLUENTIAL

D - DOMINANT

Inspirational
Interactive
Interesting

Direct
Decisive
Doer

-----------------Domineering
Demanding

C - COMPLIANT
Cautious
Careful
Conscientious

-------------------Calculating
Condescending

D I
C S

-----------------Impulsive
Inattentive

S - STEADY
Stable
Supportive
Sincere

----------------Slow
Sensitive

